The little book
of wetrooms
Your essential guide to
creating a wetroom
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WHY
IMPEY?
Impey are the leading name in
wetrooms, pioneering many of the
innovations which make the luxury and
style of a wetroom accessible to all.
Enjoy an outstanding showering experience - with
more space to relax and refresh. It’s a great way to
enhance your lifestyle and add value to your home,
and with Impey there’s a comprehensive choice of
solutions to suit everyone and every living space from designer style apartments and hotel suites to
family bathrooms, period residences, smaller
flats and en-suites.
Every Impey wetroom comes with impressive
specialist technology built in, to ensure a great
performance, easy installation and a complete
leak-free solution. Our products are designed
and manufactured in the UK, and come with
excellent guarantees for a lifetime
of luxurious showering.
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Accessible for all

Relaxation
Choice

Bespoke

Innovation

Understairs

Style

Luxury

WHAT IS A WETROOM?
Waterproof
Contemporary

Designer

Guaranteed
Technology

Family bathrooms
Small spaces
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En-suites
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Simply put...
A wetroom is a fully-tiled, open-plan shower
room which has been completely waterproofed.
Usually level access and often incorporating a
glass screen to contain splash, a wetroom can be
incorporated as part of a traditional bathroom
arrangement, or as a stand-alone shower room,
either in an en-suite or main bathroom.

WHAT IS A WETROOM?
Once considered an aspirational luxury, wetrooms
are no longer exclusive to boutique hotels and
penthouse apartments and can now be found in
many homes and apartments, large and small.
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Before

WHY
CHOOSE
A WETROOM?

In a traditional bathroom,
with separate bath and shower,
space is restricted and the
room can seem cluttered.

The versatility and adaptability
of a wetroom means that it is an
ideal addition to a family home,
retirement apartment or
first-time buyers property.
From couples with a young family, to active
grandparents, the lifestyle options offered
by a wetroom including the level access
nature of the installation, the ease of
cleaning and open-plan aspect, are varied
and beneficial.

After
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The open, attractive design of a wetroom creates a sense
of space and style, with a clean and uncluttered look that
adds a touch of luxury.
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Creative
spaces

A WETROOM
IS IDEAL FOR
ANY SPACE
Whether you have an expansive
bathroom or a converted loft space,
a wetroom is a bespoke solution,
which can be incorporated into
all manner of homes, virtually
regardless of shape or size.

A wetroom solution can be adapted to suit budgets both large
and small, and the look of your space is enhanced primarily by the
choice of tiles and accessories.
When it comes to tiling, the options are seemingly endless; from
bright, white and plain to spa-style slate.

Smaller
spaces
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And, of course, the integrated continuity and minimalism of the
fully-tiled space makes a wetroom a modern and attractive choice
in any property, whatever your design style.
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Luxury
properties

YOUR GUIDE
TO ANY
INSTALLATION
If you’re keen to add a
wetroom to your property
and want to find out more
about the suitability of
your space, or the logistics
of the installation, we have
compiled this guide to
answer your questions.
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Larger
bathrooms

Bespoke
solutions
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CAN ANYONE
HAVE A
WETROOM?
A wetroom can be
installed into any kind of
property; old or new.

Yes !

A modern wetroom can be
fitted on a ground or upper floor
and is suited to a wide range of budgets.
As a sought-after addition to the home, a wetroom can
also add value and desirability to your property when it
comes to resale.

Contemp
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s
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Wetroom installation is a straightforward process.
The products used will vary depending on the situation
and size of the installation. Predominantly, wetrooms
are installed into homes with wooden floors using a
pre-made wetroom floor former. Wetrooms can also
be installed onto concrete or unbreachable floors.
The location of the wetroom and the type of flooring
onto which it is installed dictates the kind of drainage
needed and the speed and simplicity of the installation.
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We asked the experts what
kind of effect the addition of
a wetroom could have on the
value of a residential property.
Here’s what Elaine Bailey from
estate agency Bailey & Staples
in Chester said:

WILL A WETROOM
INCREASE THE VALUE
OF MY HOME?

“Wetrooms, once considered a luxury,
are a great way to improve both
functionality and add contemporary
style to your current bathroom.
Adding a wetroom is an excellent
option to maximise available space
in a small bathroom or when adding
an additional bathroom, which will
add value and increase desirability
for homebuyers. The functionality
of the wetroom is undeniable.”
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A wetroom
could add
up to
£10,000
in value
to your
property
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WILL A WETROOM
INCREASE THE VALUE
OF MY HOME?
When homes need to cater for the
elderly or anyone with disabilities,
the addition of a wetroom allows
for ease of access and effortless
showering, which is often not
possible from a conventional
bathroom layout. Thus, the addition
of a wetroom opens-up the market
to a wider audience for the property.
Adding a wetroom also offers homeowners a
sleek and contemporary improvement, potentially
increasing the asking price of a property
by between £5,000-£7,000 for a bathroom
conversion and up to £10,000 if you are
adding an additional wetroom.”
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When installing onto a wooden floor,
the floor former acts as a replacement
for the floorboards. The floor former
is specially designed with a preformed gradient, which flows towards
a drainage aperture. The drainage
aperture can be located either
centrally or offset, depending on the
chosen layout of your wetroom.

WHAT IS
A FLOOR
FORMER
To allow water to drain
away effectively, the
tiled wetroom floor
requires an in-built
drainage gradient,
which ensures that
the water flows
towards the waste.
The simplest and most
effective way to create
the required gradient
is through use of a
pre-fabricated
floor former.
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Once the floor
former has been
fitted, the wetroom
is waterproofed
and then tiled in
your choice of
tiles, to create your
desired look.
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FLOOR FORMER
SPECIFICS
Impey’s pioneering floor former designs
have revolutionised the concept of
modern wetroom installation.

Top Tip:
If you have any questions about the
suitability of your property, give our
technical team a call and we will be
happy to advise. Call: 01460 256 080

Firstly, with the original Impey AquaDec in 1998 and more
recently with the addition of the AquaDec EasyFit, which
incorporates unique features to ensure an easy and quick
installation.
The AquaDec EasyFit, made from Glass Reinforced Polymer
(GRP), is designed to replace floorboards and can be
installed directly onto wooden joists, without the need for
underboarding. Owing to the AquaDec’s strength, there is
no need for the installer to create a support for the floor
former and it can easily withstand 300kg / 47 stone.
When installing a wetroom onto a concrete floor, either
on the ground floor of a property or in a high-rise building,
the floor former can be embedded into or laid on top of
the concrete. In some instances, the waste system can
then be sunk into the concrete. Alternatively, a slightly
raised area can be created which encloses the waste and
simultaneously creates an attractive showering area,
which can be surrounded by contemporary glass screens.
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AquaDec
EasyFit
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HOW DO I
CLEAN MY
WETROOM?
With scrubbing the bathroom
amongst the most-hated household
chores, the good news is that cleaning
a wetroom is quick and easy.
Forget expensive cleaners or chemical solutions,
when it comes to cleaning a wetroom, a squeegee
or regular cleaning cloth is the preferred option to
maintain cleanliness of tiled surfaces.
If your wetroom incorporates glass panels, then any
standard glass cleaner will be ideal to wipe down the
glass surface and remove watermarks. Remember to
choose your glass screens carefully, as some modern
screens, like Impey’s AquaScreens, are treated with a
microscopic coating to repel dirt and lime scale. Impey’s
AquaShield EasyClean coating ensures that you can clean
your screens up to 70% less often; leaving you more time
to enjoy long, luxurious showers in your new wetroom!
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HOW DO I ENSURE
MY WETROOM IS
WATERPROOF?
Waterproofing, or tanking as it is
commonly known in the plumbing
trade, is a failsafe way of guaranteeing
you achieve a leak free wetroom
installation.
When domestic wetrooms were first introduced many
years ago, tanking involved application of a painted-on
waterproof solution. Not only was it a very messy and
unpleasant process, meaning your bathroom was out-ofbounds for several days at a time - it was also incredibly
smelly and potentially unreliable.
Thankfully, this kind of tanking technique is a thing of
the past and modern tanking options mean that the
likelihood of a leak is extremely rare.
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Leak free
installation
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Modern, high-quality tanking
products, like Impey’s WaterGuard®
are considered so reliable,
they come with a lifetime guarantee.
The WaterGuard® tanking solution consists of a thick,
self-adhesive membrane which is applied throughout
the wetroom, across the floor (and, also on the walls if
specified), to turn the room into a large, watertight ‘tank’.
It is quick and easy to apply and once installed can be
tiled upon straight away; it is also so thick and strong,
that it can support heavy wall tiles with ease.

Top Tip:
Ensure your chosen tanking membrane
is compatible with industry standard
‘Epoxy’ grouts. If not, it could invalidate
your tanking guarantee!

Tanking is an important element of a wetroom, which
you will want to discuss with your retailer or installer,
who will be able to advise based on your property and the
bespoke design of your wetroom. It is recommended that
your installer tanks the whole of your wetroom to create
a 100% watertight barrier. Some designs or installations
specify tanking of specific ‘wet areas’ of the room only.
As a minimum requirement, the wetroom floor former
itself and the immediate perimeter MUST be tanked.
The leak free environment created by Impey’s
WaterGuard® means you can shower in complete
confidence, knowing any water used is
contained within your wetroom.

Impey
WaterGuard
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WILL MY
WETROOM BE
COLD OR WET
UNDERFOOT?
No longer reserved for multimillion pound ‘super-homes’
Underfloor heating is a modern luxury,
which enhances the wetroom experience.

Impey
AquaMat

Top Tip:
A wetroom
with underfloor
heating can
contribute
to reducing
heating costs
and eliminates
large, unsightly
radiators.

As well as helping to keep your feet toastywarm on a cold winter’s morning, underfloor
heating helps to dry out your wetroom swiftly
after use, limiting the potential for mould
growth and additional cleaning.
Current underfloor heating systems are
controlled independently, incredibly fuel
efficient and inexpensive to run. Systems like
Impey’s AquaMat, are easy to install, ideally
designed to be used in a wetroom situation
and can even be used on walls, to enhance
warmth or help towels to dry. You will be so
cosy and warm in your new wetroom, you
won’t want to leave!
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Underfloor
heating
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WHAT ABOUT
ACCESSIBILITY?
A wetroom combines a visually
attractive showering space with
easy access, meaning it’s perfect
for multigenerational use.
Conventionally, level access showering solutions and
wetrooms have been used within care environments
or home settings to aid people with mobility difficulties.
Providing individuals the opportunity to push their
wheelchair directly into the showering area, be assisted
by an accompanying carer. And, of course, wetroom
installation remains a popular method of creating
easy access showering for elderly or disabled users.
A modern inclusive wetroom doesn’t need to look
‘institutional’. A contemporary style wetroom can equally
provide for the needs of the whole family, including
comfort, safety and enjoyment whilst showering.
Key practical benefits your new wetroom can offer
are inclusivity and versatility. Because it is level access,
there’s no shower cubicle to step into; removing a
potential trip hazard. This can be important to many
individuals, including elderly, less-mobile or
younger users.
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Top Tip:
The simplest way to future proof a wetroom can be through
the addition of a small selection of simple accessories.
An attractive wall-mounted slimline shower seat or a sleek brushed
stainless steel grab rail can be easily and unobtrusively incorporated into
a modern bathroom design scheme. Then they are available for use by
visiting relatives, young children or simply as an extra towel rail.
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The subject of wetroom drainage
is anything but dull. Of course,
drainage is an essential element
to any showering solution;
But owing to the unprecedented rise in wetroom
installations throughout homes in the UK, designers
have been quick to realise that homeowners want
functional and attractive drainage solutions!
Your choice of drain cover can help to create the wowfactor to your wetroom. From attractive brushed steel
square models, to cutting-edge linear tiled inserts,
there’s bound to be a drain cover to suit your design
style. Your stylish Impey drain will also incorporate an
easy-clean aperture, to remove any unwanted debris.

Top Tip:
When cleaning your wetroom drainage
system, be aware of what chemicals
are compatible with the internal drain
components, so as not to cause any
damage to the waste system.
If you’re in doubt, call and discuss
the options with the manufacturer.
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Linear
tiled inserts

WHAT DO I NEED
TO KNOW ABOUT
WETROOM
DRAINAGE?
Underneath the drain cover, the
choice of drain functionality is
dictated by gravity. In most cases
gravity is working with us to help
disperse the water as quickly and
efficiently as possible.
In some wetroom installations a pumped system is
required to expel the waste water and the potential
speed of water flowing down the drain is reduced. In
these cases, your installer would recommend the
Impey DryDeck pumped waste option.
All Impey drainage systems are highly efficient and
contend with the high flow rates from modern power
showers with ease; performing at 42 litres per minute.
Check with your installer that your chosen wetroom
drainage system can deal with the flow rate of your
shower, to guard against pooling or flooding.
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Your Impey stockist is...

t: 01460 256 080
Impeyshowers

w: impeyshowers.com

@impeyshowers

Impey Wetrooms

